A software package is presented that computes locally optimal solutions to low-rank approximation problems with the following features:
Introduction
Structured low-rank approximation is defined as low-rank approximation minimize over D D − D subject to rank( D) ≤ r with the additional constraint that the approximating matrix D has the same structure as the data matrix D. A typical example where a rank deficient structured matrix arises is when a sequence p = (p 1 , . . . , p n p ) satisfies a difference equation with lag ℓ < ⌈n p /2⌉, i.e., R 0 p t + R 1 p t+1 + · · · + R ℓ p t+ℓ = 0, for t = 1, . . . , n p − ℓ.
The system of equations (DE) is linear in the vector of parameters R := R 0 R 1 · · · R ℓ , so that it can be written as RH ℓ+1,n p −ℓ (p) = 0, where H ℓ+1,n p −ℓ (p) is a Hankel matrix constructed from p. This shows that, for R = 0, the fact that p satisfies a difference equation (DE) is equivalent to rank deficiency of a Hankel matrix H ℓ+1,n p −ℓ (p). Many problems in machine learning, system theory, signal processing, and computer algebra can be posed and solved as structured low-rank approximation problem for different types of structures and different approximation criteria (see Section 5 and [28, 30] ). In identification and model reduction of linear time-invariant dynamical systems, the structure is block-Hankel. In the computation of approximate greatest common divisor of two polynomials, the structure is Sylvester. In machine learning, the data matrix is often unstructured but the approximation criterion is a weighted 2-norm (or semi-norm, in the case of missing data).
Despite the academic popularity and numerous applications of the structured low-rank approximation problem, the only efficient publicly available software package for structured low-rank approximation is the one of [35] package presented in this paper is a significantly extended version of the software in [35] . The main extensions are summarized in Table 1 and are described in more details in Section 2. The paper is organized as follows. Section 3 defines the considered weighted structured low-rank approximation and presents Matlab/Octave and R interfaces for calling the underlying C++ solver. Section 4 gives details about the solution method for solving the resulting parameter optimization problem. Implementation and software design issues are extracted in Appendix A. Section 5 lists applications of the package and describes in more details an application for solving scalar autonomous linear time-invariant identification and approximate common divisor problems. Appendix B defines the structured total least squares problem and explains its relation to structured low-rank approximation. Appendix C lists extra options of the software for choosing the optimization method.
Main features of the software

Matrix structure specification
The software package supports matrix structures of form
where Φ is a full row rank matrix and H m,n is a mosaic Hankel structure [18] , i.e., a q × N block matrix
H m 1 ,n 1 (p (11) ) · · · H m 1 ,n N (p (1N) ) . . . . . . 
(H m,n ) is more general than the block-Hankel and "flexible structure specification", used in the old version of the software (see Section 3 in [35] ). In fact, the "flexible structure specification" is equivalent to H m,n with equal n i 's. Mosaic Hankel matrices with blocks of different column dimension allow us to solve, for example, system identification problems with multiple trajectories of different lengths.
The matrix Φ further extends the class of mosaic Hankel matrices to (mosaic) Hankel-like matrices. A trivial example is the Toeplitz structure achieved by (Empty spaces in a matrix denote zeros.) A more interesting example is the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel structure, achieved by
Other examples of using Φ, including multipolynomial Sylvester matrices [21] , can be found in Section 5.
Cost function
In the old version of the package, the approximation criterion is the 2-norm (unweighted low-rank approximation). In the new version, the approximation criterion is the weighted 2-norm. Weights are needed for example when the accuracy of the elements of p vary, see [52] . Weights can be used also to replace the parameter 2-norm with the Frobenius matrix norm of the error matrix S (p − p). As explained in Note 2, the weighted approximation criterion can be viewed alternatively as a modification of the data matrix structure.
Exact data
Structure parameters can be fixed to predefined values. (In the old version of the package only subblocks of the structured matrix could be specified as fixed.) This feature allows us to solve problems, such as system identification under exactly known initial conditions, where the upper-left triangles of the Hankel blocks are fixed, and approximate common divisor computation, where the upper-left and lower-right triangles or the Hankel blocks are fixed.
Missing data 1
A new feature of the software is the ability to deal with missing data. Due to specific experiment design or data corruption, the data may be incomplete in real-life applications. A well known example from machine learning is prediction of user ratings (recommender system), see, e.g., [4] . A possibility to specify missing values in Hankel low-rank approximation problems allows us to solve system identification problems with incomplete or irregularly sampled data.
Total least squares and low-rank approximation
In the old version of the package, the optimization variable is the X matrix in the problem of solving approximately an overdetermined system of linear equations AX ≈ B. This problem may be viewed as a restriction of the low-rank approximation problem to a subclass of matrices. (For more details see Appendix B). To preserve backward compatibility, the new version of the software can also solve the structured total least-squares problems, see Note 7.
Constraints on the optimization variables
The new version of the package uses as optimization variable a matrix R whose rows form a basis for the left kernel of the approximation D and allows specification of linear structure constraints on R. An application where such a constraint is needed is multivariate system identification with fixed observability indexes [16] .
Other applications are given in Section 5.
Interfaces to scientific computing environments
The package provides interface for calling the underlying C++ solver from Matlab, Octave, and R, which are among the most often used computing environments for scientists and engineers.
An advantage of unifying structured and weighted low-rank approximation with missing and fixed values and constraints on the optimization variable is that a single algorithm and a piece of software solves a large variety of problems. Table 2 in Section 5 lists special cases of the generic problem solved by the software package. Each special case is motivated by applications, which are considered in the literature and specialized algorithms are developed for their solution. Only a few of the algorithms reported in the literature, however, are implemented in publicly available software.
Fixed values in the approximating matrix can be viewed as an extreme case of weighted low-rank approximation with large weights corresponding to the fixed parameters. Similarly, the missing data case can be viewed as weighted low-rank approximation with small weights corresponding to the missing parameters. Both cases are equivalent to a single singular (zero or infinite weights) weighted low-rank approximation problem and can be solved with the same algorithm.
The generality of the algorithm is not compromised by its computational efficiency. Eliminating the approximation D and exploiting the structure in the resulting nonlinear least squares problem, the cost function and derivative evaluation is done in O(m 2 n) floating point operations [31] . Indeed, the more general algorithm implemented in the package reduces to the algorithm in [35] in the special case treated by the old version of the software.
The software is written in C++ with Matlab/Octave and R interfaces. The C++ code is complemented by an experimental implementation written in Matlab. The latter supports general linearly structured matrix as and experimental features but is inefficient and can be used only for small size (say, m ≤ n < 100) problems. In Matlab, the C++ solver can be called directly via the mex-file slra_mex or via a wrapper function, which has the same interface as the mex file but can optionally call the experimental version slra_ext. The package is hosted at the following address:
http://github.com/slra/slra
Problem formulation
We denote missing data values by the symbol NaN ("not a number") and define the extended set of real numbers R e as the union of the set of the real numbers R and the symbol NaN:
The considered structured low-rank approximation problem is defined as follows.
Problem 1. Given:
• structure specification S ,
• vector of structure parameters p ∈ R n p e ,
• nonnegative vector w ∈ (R + ∪ { ∞ }) n p , defining a weighted (semi-)norm
• desired rank r, find a structure parameter vector p, such that the corresponding matrix S ( p) has rank at most r, and is as close as possible to p in the sense of the weighted semi-norm · w , i.e.,
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that m ≤ n. An infinite weight w i = ∞ imposes the equality constraint p i = p i on the optimization problem (SLRA). Problem (SLRA) is in general nonconvex. In the software package, it is solved numerically by local optimization methods. The Matlab wrapper function for low-rank approximation is defined as follows:
The output argument ph of the slra function is a locally optimal solution p of (SLRA) and info is a structure containing additional information about the computed solution:
• info.Rh is an (m − r) × r full row rank matrix R, such that RS ( p) = 0 (low-rank certificate),
• info.fmin is the cost function value p − p 2 w at the computed solution,
• info.iter is the number of iterations performed by the optimization solver, and
• info.time is the execution time.
Next we describe the required input parameters p, s, and r. Appendix C describes the optional parameter opt.
Matrix structure specification
The structure (S ) is specified by the two vectors
and the matrix Φ ∈ R m×m ′ , where
The compulsory input arguments p, s, and r of the slra function correspond to the vector of parameters p, the problem structure, and the rank r, respectively. s should be a structure with a field m and, optionally, a field n, containing the vectors (m, n). If s.n is skipped, by default N = 1 and
Optionally, s can have a field phi, containing the matrix Φ ∈ R m×m ′ . The default value for Φ is the identity matrix of size m = m ′ . The vector p is composed of the structure parameter vectors of all scalar Hankel blocks in (H m,n ), ordered first top to bottom and then left to right, i.e., p = (p (11) , . . . ,
Weight specification, fixed and missing parameter values
The weight vector w is passed to the slra function by the field w of s. If w is not specified, its default value is the vector of all ones, corresponding to unweighted low-rank approximation. The parameter s.w can be
• n p -dimensional nonnegative vector, in which case w = s.w,
• q × N nonnegative matrix, in which case the weights corresponding to the structure parameters of the i, jth Hankel block in (H m,n ) are all equal to w i j , or
• q-dimensional nonnegative vector, in which case the weights corresponding to the structure parameters of the i, jth Hankel block in (H m,n ) are all equal to w i , for all j.
The second and third options of specifying s.w evoke a more efficient computational method but are supported only by the C++ solver.
Setting w i to ∞ has the effect of specifying the parameter p i as exact, i.e., the approximation problem (SLRA) is solved with the additional constraint that p i is equal to the given parameter value p i (and the weighted norm · w is evaluated over the parameters with finite weights only). Setting w i to 0 has the effect of ignoring the value of the parameter p i in the solution of the approximation problem. Alternatively, ignored parameter values may be specified by the symbol NaN. From a practical point of view, ignored structure parameter values are "missing data". Note 2 (Incorporating the weights w into the matrix structure S ). A weighted structured problem (SLRA) can be solved as an equivalent unweighted problem (SLRA), i.e., with weights w i = 1 for all i, and a modified structure specification S ′ : R n p → R m×n , defined by
This fact shows that the weighted norm specification can be viewed equivalently as a modification of the data structure.
Note 3 (Conversion from the structure specification in [35] ). In order to facilitate the transition from the old version of the software to the new one, we provide in the package a function s_old2s converting the old style structure specification (see [35, page 314] ) to the new one. Block structured matrices consisting of block-Hankel and unstructured blocks are specified solely by the (m, n) parameters. Block-Toeplitz matrices are specified as block-Hankel matrices with suitable row permutations. In this case, in addition to the parameters (m, n), the transformation matrix Φ is used. Finally, fixed blocks are specified by infinite elements in the weight vector w. In general, the transition from the old structure specification format to the new one involves the (m, n), Φ, and w parameters.
Note 4 (R interface). Calling the C++ solver from R is done by an R function slra with the same parameters as in the Matlab mex function, except that in R lists are used instead of structures, and the list elements are accessed by <list>$<element> instead of by <structure>.<element>. The computed result is returned in a list with fields ph and info, which contain, respectively, p and the info variable defined above. Optional logical parameters compute.ph and compute.Rh can be used to disable the computation of p and R. By default, p is not computed. Examples of using the R interface can be found in the directory test_r of the package distribution.
Solution method
This section outlines the method used in the package for solving the structured low-rank approximation problem (SLRA). Let d be the rank reduction
The rank constraint is represented in a kernel form
i.e., the left kernel of S ( p) is parameterized by the d = m − r linearly independent rows of the matrix R. Then (SLRA) is equivalent to the following double minimization problem
where
(SLRA R ) is refered to as the outer minimization and ( f (R)) as the inner minimization. The inner minimization problem is a (generalized) linear least-norm problem and can be solved analytically for given R, resulting in a closed form expression of the cost function f in the outer minimization problem. The derivative of f with respect to the elements of R can also be computed analytically. Fast methods for evaluation of f and its derivatives are presented in Section 4.2.
In data modeling-the main application area of the software-R can be interpreted as a model parameter. For example, in system identification, R is related to a difference equation (DE) representation of the system. Typically, a large amount of data is fitted by a simple model, which implies that the dimension of R is small compared to the dimension of p. Problem ( f (R)) is bilinear in the variables R and p, which makes possible the elimination of p for a fixed R. Many estimation problems have similar bilinear structure and their solution methods are based on elimination of the large dimensional optimization variable.
The elimination of p in the analytic solution of ( f (R)) is similar to the projection step in the variable projections method [12] for solving separable nonlinear least squares problems. Note, however, that the standard variable projections method is invented as a solution method for unconstrained optimization problems, where the cost function is explicitly given. The structured low-rank approximation problem (SLRA) in contrast is a constraint optimization problem and the parameterization (KER) is an implicit function of the optimization variables. As discussed next, (SLRA) is an optimization problem over a Grassmann manifold, which makes it rather different from the standard setup, for the variable projections method.
Note 5 (Feasibility of the minimization problem over p). In the analytic solution of ( f (R)), it is assumed that the problem is feasible for any R in the search space. A necessary condition for this to hold is that the number of structure parameters is sufficiently large:
Condition (C) imposes restrictions on the class of problems that can be solved by the approach implemented in the package. For example, in scalar Hankel low-rank approximation problems the rank reduction d can be at most one. Interestingly, in applications of problem (SLRA) to approximate realization, system identification, and approximate common divisor computation constraint (C) can always be satisfied.
Parametrization of the search space and constraints
if the rows of R 1 and R 2 span the same subspace. In the package, we map the optimization on Gr(d, m) to an optimization problem on an Euclidean space, see [48] . The problem is turned into optimization of f over the set of full row rank matrices R ∈ R d×m that represent all (or a generic part) of the d-dimensional subspaces.
In some applications, it is necessary to impose linear constraints on R, which can also be incorporated into the parametrization of the search space.
• The experimental Matlab solver uses a general linear constraint on R
defined by a matrix Ψ ∈ R n θ ×dm . (Here vec(·) is the column-wise vectorization operator and vec −1 (·) is its inverse.) The rank constraint on R is imposed by
• The C++ solver uses a matrix-product constraint on the matrix R
defined by a matrix Ψ ∈ R m ′′ ×m . The rank constraint on R is imposed by
The Ψ matrix is passed to the slra function by an optimization option opt.psi. The default value of Ψ is I m for the C++ version and I dm for the Matlab version. The Ψ matrices-Ψ C for the C++ versions and Ψ M for the Matlab versions-are generally different. They coincide if and only if the rank reduction is one, i.e., d = 1. The constraint (θ → R) is more general and includes the constraint (Θ → R) by choosing
The rank constraint (f.r.r. R) parametrizes Gr(d, m), and turns the structured low-rank approximation problem into an optimization problem on R md with a quadratic constraint. The rank constraint (Θ ↔ X ) parametrizes a generic part of Gr(d, m). Its main advantage is that the structured low-rank approximation problem problem is turned into an unconstrained optimization problem on
Note 6 (On parametrization of the whole Gr(d, m) in the C++ version). The whole Gr(d, m) can be covered by taking different Ψ (see [48] ) or changing Ψ during the optimization, which is done in the optimization algorithms of [27] . Currently, in the C++ version, Ψ is a fixed parameter.
Note 7 (Solution of structured total least squares probelms). Setting Ψ = I d in the C++ version is equivalent to solving a structured total least squares problem (see Appendix B). In this case, R = X −I d .
Fast cost function evaluation
In this section we present the algorithm for the cost function evaluation in the case of positive weights (no missing values), which is implemented in C++ solver. The cost function evaluation for missing data is described in [31] .
The cost function can be represented in the form
where Γ(R) ∈ R dn×dn is a nonnegative definite matrix, depending on R. For the evaluation of f (and its derivatives) one needs to solve the system of linear equations
In the package, we use the Cholesky factorization of Γ, which is known to have good numerical properties [14] . The efficiency of the package is based on the fact that Γ is block banded with bandwidth s = min(m 1 , . . . , m N ) and, in the case of uniform weights, Γ is in addition block-diagonal with block-Toeplitz elements:
and the matrices W i, j ∈ R m×m depend only on the structure specification and the weights. For a general structure of the form ΦH m,n , where m and n are defined in (m, n), the Γ matrix is block-diagonal
with diagonal block Γ (k) (R) being the Γ matrix for the structure H m,n k and the corresponding subvector of w. In summary, the cost function can be computed by the following algorithm:
2. Compute Γ(R), using W i, j .
3. Compute the Cholesky factorization Γ(R) = C ⊤ C (Γ is an (2sd)-banded matrix).
4. Compute F(R) = C −⊤ ν(R) ∈ R nd by solving (sd)-banded system of linear equations. 2 2 . For general weights, the algorithm has complexity O(smn). For uniform weights, the Γ matrix is block-diagonal with block-Toeplitz blocks and the algorithm has theoretical complexity O(mn), assuming that an efficient method (e.g., the Schur-type algorithms [20] ) is using for the Cholesky factorization of the block-Toeplitz matrices.
Set f (R) := F(R)
Local optimization methods
Due to the elimination of p, for n ≫ m, the computation time of the search direction by the optimization method is negligible in comparison with the computation time for the cost function and derivative evaluations. Therefore, we use standard local optimization methods to minimize the cost function f .
The C++ solver uses local optimization methods from the GSL library (see Appendix C). One option is to use the Nead-Melder method for minimization without derivatives, which is slow but robust. A faster alternative is to use the BFGS quasi-Newton method. The cost function gradient is computed analytically by
It can be shown that the gradient evaluation has computational complexity of the same order as the one of the cost function evaluation. The default optimization method for the C++ solver is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [39, 8] , which is typically faster and more robust in practice than the quasi-Newton methods. The Jacobian of C −⊤ ν, where C is the Cholesky factor of Γ is replaced by the pseudo-Jacobian [17] , which computation is of the order of O(smn).
The package provides an interface to the cost function and derivatives evaluation, so that any optimization method (implemented in or callable from C/C++) can be used. More details about the C++ interface can be found in Appendix A. The experimental Matlab solver uses the function fmincon for constrained nonlinear minimization from the Optimization Toolbox of Matlab. In this case, the derivatives are approximated numerically.
All local optimization methods require an initial approximation. By default, unstructured rank-r approximation D lra of the data matrix D = S (p) is used, i.e., the initial value for the parameter R is a full row rank matrix R lra ∈ R d×m , such that R lra D lra = 0. The default value can be overwritten by an optional argument opt.Rini.
In order to obtain the θ or Θ parameter from R, the equation R(θ ) ≈ R lra is solved in the least-squares sense. For the C++ solver, the obtained matrix Θ is then converted to X by
The result of the slra function-a locally optimal value of the parameter R-is returned in the variable info.R. The corresponding locally optimal approximation p is computed by solving the inner minimization problem ( f (R)). The solution is given by
where G(R) is a linear function in the elements of R, defined by
Applications
A list of examples of low-rank approximation problems with different matrix structures ΦH m,n , approximation criteria · w , and constraints on a basis of the approximating matrix's left kernel is given in Table 2 . Each example is motivated by applications. (See the references cited in the table.) In Section 5.1, we describe the application to autonomous system identification (example 3) in the case of scalar (single output) linear time-invariant dynamical systems. Variations of the problem for identification with fixed poles (example 6), poles on the unit circle (example 4), and missing data (examples 10 and 17) are presented in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Section 5.5 demonstrates the efficiency of the package on data sets from the database for system identification DAISY [6] . Section 5.6 shows numerical examples of computing approximate common divisors of two polynomials (example 14), using Sylvester structured low-rank approximation and Section 5.7 generalizes the results for more than two polynomials (example 15).
Autonomous system identification
In system theory and signal processing the difference equation (DE) defines an autonomous linear time-invariant dynamical system. The problem of finding a model, which is a dynamical system, from observed data of the system # example application(s) reference 1 unstructured factor analysis [15] uniform weights subspace methods [37, Ch. 7] latent semantic analysis [9] 2 element-wise weights chemometrics [52] 3 scalar Hankel model reduction [3] autonomous SYSID [37, Ch. 11] linear prediction [24] shape from moments [41, 11] 4 Hankel with structured kernel spectral estimation [47] (palindromic) 5 Toeplitz + Hankel isospectral flow [43] 6 Hankel with structured kernel SYSID with some [29] (fixed poles) predefined poles 7 q × 1 block Hankel multivariable SYSID [38] 8 Hankel with structured kernel SYSID with [16] (fixed obsrv. indexes) fixed obsrv. indexes 9 q × N block Hankel SYSID from multiple [38] time series (T i = T ) 10 Hankel blocks SYSID from multiple [42] next to each other time series 11 Hankel with output error SYSID [38] fixed variables 12 Unstructured beneath deconvolution [28] Hankel block 13 Hankel with first SYSID with fixed [46] ℓ elements fixed initial conditions 14 Sylvester approximate GCD of [22] two polynomials 15 generalized Sylvester approximate GCD of [21] N polynomials 16 unstructured with recommender [45] missing elements systems 17 Hankel with SYSID with [42] missing elements missing data 18 missing and matrix completion [5] fixed elements is called a system identification problem [26, 46] . The particular identification problem considered in this section is defined as follows: Given a time series
and a natural number ℓ,
The constraints of (SYSID) are equivalent to
Therefore, (SYSID) is equivalent to the scalar Hankel low-rank approximation problem
which is a special case of (SLRA) with m = ℓ + 1 and n = T − ℓ.
slra arguments for scalar Hankel problem ≡ s.m = ell + 1; s.n = T -ell; r = ell;
Numerical example
The sequenceȳ, shown in Figure 1 , left, is a sum of 8 complex exponentials. It follows that it is an exact trajectory of an autonomous linear time-invariant system with lag ℓ = 8. Approximation is needed when an exact model does not exist. In statistical estimation problems, this is due to the data being corrupted by noise y d =ȳ + y, whereȳ is the true component and y is the noise. In the simulation example, the true system belongs to the model class (autonomous systems with lag 8) and the noise y is generated as a zero mean while Gaussian process. example autonomous SYSID +≡ y = y0 + 0.3 * std(y0) * randn(length(y0), 1);
Under this assumption, the optimal approximation problem (SYSID) defines a maximum likelihood estimator [28] . 
Autonomous system identification with fixed poles
An ℓ + 1 dimensional vector R corresponds to a degree ℓ polynomial
Vice verse, a polynomial of degree ℓ corresponds to the ℓ + 1 dimensional vector formed of its coefficients in, say, increasing order. With some abuse of notation, we denote by R both the vector and the polynomial. Consider the scalar Hankel low-rank approximation problem (SHLRA) and let R be a basis for the left kernel of the approximating matrix H ℓ+1,T −ℓ ( y). Denote by z 1 , . . . , z ℓ the zeros of R. Since R is real, the zeros appear in complex conjugate pairs. Otherwise, z 1 , . . . , z ℓ are unconstrained by the approximation problem (SHLRA). In this section, we impose a constraint that some zeros of R are fixed at predefined locations z f,1 , . . . , z f,ℓ f in the complex plane (observing the complex conjugate symmetry) and the others are unconstrained. The fixed zero locations define a real polynomial
and the free zeros define a polynomial θ (z) of degree ℓ − ℓ f . With this notation, the fixed zeros constraint is
The resulting scalar Hankel low-rank approximation problem with fixed poles is of the form (Θ → R), with the Ψ matrix defined above. opt.psi for fixed poles ≡ opt_f.psi = sylvester(poly(zf), 1, ell -length(zf) + 1);
Numerical example
Data centering, i.e., subtracting the mean of the data vector y d , is a standard preprocessing procedure in linear system identification. A linear model is identified from the centered data and in a postprocessing step the mean is added back to the model in order to obtain an affine model for the original data. The preprocessing procedure splits the affine system identification problem into two steps: data centering and linear system identification. A new problem is reduced to an already solved problem, however, the procedure is a suboptimal method for affine system identification. This fact is illustrated on the data from Section 5. The approximation error achieved with the two stage procedure is info_c.fmin = 3.7169e+05.
Observing that an affine autonomous model is a linear autonomous model with a fixed pole at one, in the discretetime case, or zero in the continuous-time case, we obtain an optimal method for affine autonomous system identification as a special case of Hankel low-rank approximation with fixed poles. Applied on the data example autonomous SYSID +≡ ell = ell + 1; slra arguments for scalar Hankel problem zf = 1; opt.psi for fixed poles opt_f.Rini = opt_c.Rini * opt_f.psi; [yh_f, info_f] = slra(y(1:T), s, ell, opt_f); info_f.fmin the method achieves approximation error info_c.fmin = 3.6652e+05.
Harmonic retrieval
In the autonomous system identification problem (SYSID) the poles of the identified system (i.e., the roots of the polynomial R(z)) are constrained only to have complex conjugate symmetry. In this section, we consider a variation of problem (SYSID) when the poles are constrained to lie on the unit circle. This additional constraint ensures that the approximation is of the form of a sum of sinusoidal functions. The problem is referred to as harmonic retrieval and line spectral estimation [47] .
A necessary condition for the poles of the system to lie on the unit circle is that R is palindromic, i.e.,
where ⌈·⌉ is the operator rounding up to the nearest integer and
This is a special case of the constraint (θ → R) and therefore can be specified in the solution of the identification problem (SHLRA). Note that the constraint that R is palindromic is only a necessary condition for the roots of R to be on the unit circle. In the following numerical example we verify on the data of Section 5.1 that the model identified by the slra function has poles on the unit circle.
Numerical example
example autonomous SYSID +≡ ell = 8; slra arguments for scalar Hankel problem opt.psi for palindromic R opt_p.Rini = fliplr(poly(eig(approx(y(1:T), ell)))); [yh_p, info_p] = slra(y(1:T), s, ell, opt_p); abs(roots(info_p.Rh))
Autonomous system identification with missing data
A block of ℓ or more missing values splits the data into N = 2 independent datasets. With N − 1 such blocks of missing data the problem is equivalent to identification from N datasets. Note, however, that in general the datasets have different number of samples T 1 , . . . , T N . System identification from multiple datasets with different lengths leads to a mosaic Hankel low-rank approximation problem with m = ℓ and
In the more general case of arbitrary distributed missing values, the identification problem is posed as a weighted scalar Hankel low-rank approximation problem. Let I be the indexes of the missing samples andĪ be the indexes of the given samples. The appropriate weight vector is:
with w(I ) = 0 and w(Ī ) = 1.
In the current version of the C++ solver, zero weights should be approximated by small values. The result is validated by computing the angle The result is 4.7 • . Alternatively, the system is identified from the independent datasets with lengths T 1 , . . . , T N . The identified model parameters are also validated by their angles to the true model parameter. The obtained results are 74 • , 18.5 • , and 18.4 • , which shows the benefit of using all the data in a single approximation problem.
The following experiment shows identification with periodically missing data, in which case standard identification methods are not applicable. 
Performance comparison with the old version of the package
In [32] and [36] , the performance of the old version of the package is tested on benchmark system identification problems from the database DAISY [6] . The problems involve vector time-series and are fitted by multiple-inputs multiple-outputs linear time-invariant systems. The identification problem in this case is equivalent to block-rank low-rank approximation, which is also a special case of the mosaic Hankel low-rank approximation problem (SLRA). For a description of the test examples, we refer the reader to [32] .
In Table 3 , the execution time of the new and the old version of the package are compared for the same setting of the experiment as in [32] . In all examples, the approximate solutions computed by the two versions of the software are the same. The results show that the efficiency of the new version of the package is improved by an average of 40%. Note that the speedup is achieved by software improvements despite of the fact that the new version treats a more general problem. 
Approximate greatest common divisor of two polynomials
Consider the polynomials p 1 and p 2 of degrees d 1 and d 2 , respectively, and a positive integer ℓ < min (d 1 , d 2 ) . The Sylvester matrix of p 1 and p 2 with parameter ℓ is a
mosaic Hankel matrix with upper-left and lower-right triangles of the block-elements fixed to zero:
The degree of the greatest common divisor of p 1 and p 2 is equal to
The considered approximate common divisor problem is defined as follows: given polynomials p 1 and p 2 and a lower bound ℓ > 0 on the degree of the common divisor, modify p 1 and p 2 , as little as possible, so that the modified polynomials p 1 and p 2 have a greatest common divisor of degree at least ℓ, i.e.,
(ACD)
The approximate common divisor for the polynomials p 1 and p 2 is the exact greatest common divisor of p 1 and p 2 . It can be shown [33] that the approximate common divisor problem (ACD) is equivalent to a Sylvester low-rank approximation problem 
Numerical examples
Our first example is Example 4.1 from [55] . The given polynomials are coincides (up to errors due to the numerical precision) with the one reported in [55] . The second example is Example 4.2, case 1, from [55] (originally given in [23] ). The given polynomials are
and an approximate common divisor of degree ℓ = 1 (a common root) is sought. Again, the solution computed by the slra function example GCD +≡ ph1 = ph(2:4), ph2 = ph(7:9), r_ph1 = roots(ph1), r_ph2 = roots(ph2) coincides (up to numerical computation errors) with the one reported in the literature.
Approximate greatest common divisor of N polynomials
Consider 
where S ℓ (p 1 , . . . , p N ) is the generalized (multipolynomial) Sylvester matrix [21] for p 1 , . . . , p N with parameter ℓ
S ℓ (p 1 , . . . , p N ) can be constructed as ΦH m,n with specification of exact (zero) elements. For example, with N = 3 and
. The approximate common divisor problem for N polynomials is defined as a direct generalization of (ACD):
and is equivalent to the low-rank approximation problem with rank constraint 
Conclusions
The developed software package is a generic tool for data modeling and has numerous applications in system theory and identification, signal processing, machine learning, chemometrics, and computer algebra. Its functionality generalized the one of the software of [35] by allowing specification of element-wise weights, arbitrary fixed and missing elements, linear constraints on the parameter matrix, and by generalizing the structure of the approximating matrix to the class of mosaic Hankel-like matrices. Planned extensions of the package are
• multiple rank constraints,
• mosaic Hankel matrices with repeated Hankel blocks (i.e., structure parameters common to two or more blocks),
• linear equality constraints on the structure parameter vector,
• nonlinear structure of the kernel parameter R.
On the practical side, we experiment with different optimization strategies (methods for optimization on a Grassmann manifold) and compare the performance of the package with state-of-the-art problem dependent methods for the applications in Table 2 .
• LayeredHStructure: class for layered Hankel structure with blockwise weights,
• WLayeredHStructure: class for layered Hankel structure with elementwise weights, and
• MosaicHStructure and WMosaicHStructure: classes for mosaic Hankel structure, that are implemented based on layered Hankel structure.
The object-oriented paradigm facilitates the memory management and software design. In particular, it allows the user to add a new problem specification (for example, a new type of structure) by implementing a new Structure subclass. Further details can be found in the manual for the C++ interface, which can be generated by running doxygen [49] in the cpp directory.
A.3 Installation instructions
The package is distributed in the form of source code. The interfaces for Matlab/Octave and R can be compiled by calling make in the root directory of the package. The GSL, BLAS, and LAPACK libraries have to be installed in advance. The SLICOT library can be used optionally.
B Total least squares vs low-rank approximation
The total least squares problem 
aways exists, the total least-squares problem may fail to have a solution. The nongeneric case of lack of total least squares solution occurs when the optimal approximating matrix D of (LRA) can not be represented in the form AX ≈ B.
The system of equations AX ≈ B implies a functional relation among the variables A to B ( B is a function of A). In system theory and signal processing, such a relation defines what is called an input-output representation of a model. The rank constraint in (LRA) does not impose an a priori fixed functional relation or input-output partition on the variables of the matrix D. (Of course, the rank deficiency of D implies that such relations exist and they can be inferred from D after the approximation problem is solved.) This representation-free approach to data modeling is advocated by J. C. Willems and is known in the systems and control literature as the behavioral paradigm [53] .
The generalization of the total least squares problem to systems of linear equations with structured matrices A and B is called structured total least squares. As in the unstructured case, the structured total least squares is generically equivalent to structured low-rank approximation. Many algorithms for solving structured total least squares problems [2, 7, 44, 25, 40] are proposed in the literature. For more information about the (structured) total least squares approach and its applications, we refer the reader to the overview paper [34] , proceedings and special issues and the books [51, 19] .
Motivated by the advantages of the behavioral paradigm over the classical input-output setting, see [54] , we adopt in the updated version of the software the low-rank approximation problem as the generic problem formulation.
C Optional input arguments for the optimization method
The following optional input arguments of the slra function are related to the optimization solver, used for the solution of the parameter optimization problem. The options can be specified either as fields of the input argument opt or, when calling via the wrapper function, as pairs ('name', 'value') of input arguments.
• solver specifies the solver. The options are: -c -efficient C++ solver (default), and -m -general but inefficient solver, implemented in Matlab.
• method specifies the optimization method to be used with the C++ solver. The available options are all local optimization methods in the GSL library (see the GSL manual [1] for more details):
-l -Levenberg-Marquardt methods for nonlinear least squares (default), * ll -method lmder (default), * ls -method lmsder,
-q -Quasi-Newton and conjugate gradient methods for nonlinear minimization with derivatives, * qb -method bfgs (default), * q2 -method bfgs2, * qp -method conjugate_pr, * qf -method conjugate_fr,
-n -methods for nonlinear minimization without derivatives, * nn -method nmsimplex (default), * n2 -method nmsimplex2, and * nr -method nmsimplex2rand.
• disp specifies the level of displayed information. The options are:
-iter -print progress information per iteration,
-notify -in case of lack of convergence only (default), or -off -no display.
• The following arguments control the termination of the optimization:
-maxiter -maximum number of iterations,
-tol -tolerance for the change of the cost function value, -epsrel and epsabs -relative and absolute tolerance for the element-wise change of the optimization variables,
-epsgrad -tolerance for the norm of the gradient.
